One Map
HAND
10M – minimum
1M – goal

Pin Drops (with timestamped returns)

**DATA**

**USES**

Urban Planning / Flood Mitigation
- FEMA
- State
- Transportation
- Private Industry

Predictions / Forecasting
- NWC
- NOAA
- Regional Forecasters

**EVENT**

Planning/Mitigation
- Year Round

Prediction
- Day 1-5

Response
- Day 5

Response/Rescues
- Day 5-8

Recovery
- Day 6-15

- Large rain event predicted
- Large rain event happening
- Flood Event in progress
- Flood Event over

**EXAMPLES**

Pin Drops (with timestamped returns)

Emergency Management
- FEMA
- State
- Local Agencies

Disaster Assessment
- FEMA
- State
- Local Agencies

FEMA
- State
- Transportation
- Private Industry

Utilities
- Regional/
- Local Agencies
- Flood Manager
- Public Works

Pin2Flood
- Pin Drops
- (with timestamped returns)
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